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Documentary Objects Show
Created in 2012

All audiences,
8 years and over
Duration: 75 minutes

Marc Dabo – the sole heir of a certain Marcel Blondeau – visits the
house he has inherited, in the company of his two cousins. In it, he
discovers extraordinary equipment for animated films. The three
characters recreate this incredible studio before the audience’s
eyes. Marcel Blondeau, a humble TV repairman used everything he
could lay his hands on: souvenir plates depicting European tourist
destinations, drainpipes, a fridge or a kitchen whisk. The actors
switch on these machines which use age-old animation techniques,
inlayed videos, the principles of technicolour and endoscopic
cameras to bring the scenarios written by Marcel Blondeau to life.
Through this treasure hunt, Marc Dabo gradually uncovers a family
secret and the dream existence of this little-known relative who was
a brilliant filmmaker. Here, theatre and live cinema come together
to explore a lost continent – that of the imagination.

Cast

Co-production

Support

With: Laurent Fraunié, Benoît Faivre and
Francis Ramm
Artistic direction: Benoît Faivre
Direction: Harry Holtzman
Script: Benoît Faivre, Laurent Fraunié
and Harry Holtzman
Design and construction (devices
and images): Marcel Blondeau, David
Gallaire, Julien Goetz, Benoît Faivre,
Tommy Laszlo, Thierry Mathieu, Frédéric
Parison, Véronika Petit, Francis Ramm,
La Boîte à Sel
Costumes: Dominique Fabuel

› Centre culturel André-Malraux,
Vandoeuvre National Theatre
› Théâtre de la Madeleine, Troyes publicly
funded theatre
› Le Carreau, National Theatre of Forbach
and Est Mosellan
› Le Théâtre Gérard-Philipe,
Frouard and Bassin de Pompey publiclyfunded theatre
› Centre culturel Pablo-Picasso,
Homécourt publicly-funded theatre

› Lorraine Regional Department of
Culture
› Lorraine Regional Council
› DICRéAM (CNC)
› Departmental Authority of Meurthe-etMoselle
› The city of Nancy
› ONDA (National Office for Artistic
distribution)
› Scènes du Jura, Lons-le-Saunier multisite publicly funded theatre
› L’Arc, Le Creusot National Theatre
› Centre culturel Jean L’Hôte of
Neuves-Maisons
› Commercy Municipal Animation
Bureau (OMA)
› The Emmaüs Community of Forbach

Press coverage
" The ingenuity and the virtuosity of the manipulation of images and objects, the subdued melancholy and the poetical strength of the story, in
addition to the subtle interplay of the three actor-manipulators makes this a delightful exception in the world of puppetry. An absolute must-see . "
Thierry Voisin, Télérama (TTT)
" Art Brut (...), combining low-tech and more advanced technologies. Video, multi-screen installations, montages, experiments with scale
and magnification: the image is created before our eyes. Benoît Faivre and his partners – gifted tinkerers one and all – manipulate a
chaotic mess in which each object finds its place, transformed by the live camera, which provides a second level of narration. "
Christelle Granja , Libération
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INTENTIONS

A tribute to Art Brut
In opposition to our society, which is
drowning in goods that turn us into
passive consumers, certain inventors
are finding new ways to enchant us. By
tinkering with objects, through poetry
and by repurposing everyday objects,
they are opening doors to freedom of
thought and giving substance to the
imagination. Benoît Faivre wanted to pay
tribute to them. To create the character
of Marcel Blondeau, he drew inspiration
from his grandfather and the creators
of Art Brut, such as Ferdinand Cheval,
the postman who built his Palais Idéal
[Ideal Palace] with stones he collected
in the countryside. Marcel Blondeau, a
simple electrician, also ventured outside
traditional constraints to create his

life’s work using the resources at hand.
His image machines tell the story of a
naive epic, filled with romance, travel and
adventures throughout the world. Benoît
Faivre also pays a glowing tribute to the
magicians of early cinema, in particular
Georges Méliès, a former illusionist and
the father of science-fiction cinema with
his Journey to the Moon in 1902.

Live Cinema
Cockpit Cuisine combines theatre and
film-making in a wildly daring show.
The audience witnesses a genuine
technical achievement: three actors
using five cameras, four computers and
ten television sets and screens, all live
on stage. They manipulate elements of

the stage set and ‘low-tech’ effects with
incredible precision. In this way, the
audience sees each step in the process:
the transformation of furniture into
film projectors, the metamorphosis of
everyday objects, the filming and the
backstage off-screen. The staging of the
show enables the audience to watch
the creative process and the result
simultaneously on the screen, like a
live animation. The camera gives us the
perspective of the absent filmmaker,
Marcel Blondeau, and draws us into his
imagination. The show also includes a
paper theatre sequence, to which Tommy
Laszlo has contributed: this was the
starting point for the artistic project that
led to the "Paper Worlds cycle".
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DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION

Resources

Technical

Transport

Video teaser :
https://vimeo.com/61696899
Full version on request

Capacity: up to 120 people

› 1 lorry (3.5 t), departing from Metz
› 1 train journey from Nancy
› 2 train journeys from Paris

Touring team

Setting-up: three 4-hour sessions
Dismantling and loading: 3 hours

Ed: Naly Gérard

3 artists + 1 technician +1 tour
administrator for certain engagements.

Stage area:
› Wall-to-wall opening 11 m
› Depth: depending on desired capacity,
at least 10 m for an audience of 84.
› Stage height: at least 3.5 m, ideally 5 m.
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